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THE MUSICAL TIMES.-FEBRUARY I, 188o. 83 
us to understand Bach's method of instrumentation. In 
his scores each part seems always of equal importance. 
In our large modern orchestras a solo for the oboe, or for 
the flute in its lower octave, would be very indistinctly 
heard, if at all, against ten or twelve first violins and as 
many seconds, playing forte; but when there were only 
two first and two second violins the effect would be entirely 
different. It is evident that even doubling the wind parts 
in our performances of Bach would not be sufficient to 
restore the balance; and as there is but little prospect of 
our hearing these works with a band of eighteen and a 
chorus of twelve, we must content ourselves with imagining 
as well as we can, from reading the scores, what it was that 
Bach really intended. 

A question that has been greatly, and almost fiercely, 
discussed in Germany is the method in which Bach filled 
up the accompaniments to his solos from the figured bass. 
The subject was probably first mooted by Robert Franz, in 
his now well-known " Offener Brief an Eduard Hanslick," 
published in 1871. Franz gives a very strong opinion that 
Bach's music requires to be filled up in the contrapuntal 
and polyphonic style; and in his additional accompani- 
ments to the " Passion according to Matthew," the " Mag- 
nificat," and several of the Church Cantatas, he has shown 
in how masterly a manner the work can be done. On the 
other hand Herr Spitta, Dr. Chrysander, and others, main- 
tain that Bach used a much simpler accompaniment. On 
this point much light is thrown by the present volume. 
Herr Spitta was fortunate enough to obtain in 1876 a very 
interesting manuscript by Heinrich Nicolaus Gerber, a 
pupil of Sebastian Bach, and the father of the well-known 
lexicographer. This manuscript is a Sonata by the Venetian 
composer Albinoni, for violin, with accompaniment for a 
figured bass. The accompaniment has been written out 
in full by Gerber, and contains the autograph corrections 
of Bach himself. These corrections are comparatively 
few in number, from which we may infer that the master 
was in general satisfied with the pupil's work; and it may 
be inferred that the Sonata, which is reprinted in its entirety at the end of the present volume, shows us Bach's method 
of accompanying from a figured bass. The harpsichord 
part, as here given, is a free and flowing four-part harmony, with frequent passing notes, suspensions, &c., even where 
such are not indicated by the figured bass; but of imitative 
counterpoint we find scarcely a trace, even in passages which would obviously admit of such imitation, were it 
thought desirable. The inference appears clear that the 
polyphonic style which Franz has chiefly made use of in 
his accompaniments, though justifiable by the analogy of 
many movements which Bach himself has accompanied in 
this manner, is not a necessity. It seems to us probable that for the sake of contrast the composer intended the 
figured bass to be filled up in a simple manner. The 
evidence afforded by this Sonata of Albinoni's is of course 
not finally decisive, because the music, which is in the old 
Italian style, is in many respects different from that of 
Bach himself; and it is therefore possible that, in his 
own works, another method of procedure may have been 
adopted; but-the balance of probabilities appears at pre- 
sent to lie in the opposite direction. 

It is generally known that Bach is said to have written 
in all five Passions, three of which are unknown. On 
these Herr Spitta gives us some valuable information. 
They were the " Passion according to Mark," a lyrical version (words by Picander), similar in form to the " Passion 
of Christ " set by Handel, and the " Passion according to Luke." Of these the first two are lost; but the author 
gives very strong reasons for the opinion that the most im- 
portant part of the " Passion according to Mark " has been 
preserved in another form. It is well known that Bach, like Handel, frequently re-arranged his music to other 
words; and Herr Spitta shows that in all probability the 
greater part of the Mark Passion was taken from the 
beautiful " Funeral Ode " for Queen Christiana Eberhardine, written in the year 1727, and published in the Bach 
Society's edition-a fact which was first hinted at by Herr 
Rust in his preface to the 2oth volume of that edition. Of 
the lyrical setting of the Passion-dating probably from 
1725-nothing is known. A manuscript of the " Passion 
according to Luke " exists in Bach's autograph. As it is 
known that he very frequently wrote out for his own 

use the compositions of others, much discussion has been 
raised as to the genuineness of this work. Herr Spitta 
devotes several pages to a full analysis of the music, and 
after a careful consideration of the arguments on both 
sides, comes to the conclusion that the work is undoubtedly 
composed by Bach, but that it belongs to his early period, 
and was most probably written while he was at Weimar. 

It would be interesting, did our space allow, to speak of 
Herr Spitta's able analyses of the Masses, Cantatas (sacred 
and secular) and Oratorios; but we must refer our readers for 
these to the volume itself, and pass on to say a few words 
about Bach's method of teaching. Herr Spitta prints for 
the first time a Thorough Bass Method compiled by Bach 
for his pupils, a manuscript copy of which, evidently written 
by one of the pupils, most probably from Bach's dictation, 
is in the possession of Professor Wagener, of Marburg. 
It occupies thirty-eight octavo pages, and is equally 
valuable for the clearness of its rules, and for the 
examples, which are doubtless Bach's own. In Chapter 5 
of his Method, Bach expressly says that when once a pupil 
is well grounded in Thorough Bass, " he may be assured 
that he has already mastered a great part of the whole 
art." We further learn, on the authority of his pupil 
Kirnberger, that Bach commenced the study of Counter- 
point with his pupils not in two parts, according to the 
system of Fux, which has been adopted by Cherubini, 
Albrechtsberger, and most modern authorities, but in four, 
regarding the four-part chord as the basis of the whole 
structure. This plan is also used by the late E. F. Richter, 
whose Counterpoint, however, is more in the free than in 
the strict style. From two of Bach's pupils, Gerber and 
Agricola, we know something of the general course of 
study which he set before them. They first worked 
through his " Inventions," then a set of Suites, and the 
" Wohltemperirte Clavier." Then the study of Thorough 
Bass was commenced; but instead of the pupil inventing 
his own basses, he had to harmonize the basses of the 
violin sonatas of Albinoni, already spoken of. Then came 
studies in Counterpoint, using chorals for cantifermi. 

We have not spoken of more than a very small portion 
of the new and interesting facts contained in Herr Spitta's 
book; yet we have considerably exceeded the ordinary 
limits of a review. The volume is, in truth, so rich in 
material that it has been our object rather to stimulate 
than to satisfy the curiosity of our readers, and to induce 
those who understand German to procure it for themselves. 
We might fill entire columns with extracts, and yet fail to 
do justice to the work. It is a worthy monument to the 
memory of one of the greatest composers that the world 
has seen, and throughout so full of interest that every lover 
of Bach will read it with avidity. For ourselves we con- 
fess that when we had once taken it up we found it difficult 
to put it down again; and this, we doubt not, will be the 
experience of many readers besides ourselves. 

Songs from the Published Works of Alfred Tennyson. 
Set to music by various composers. Edited by W. G. 
Cusins. [C. Kegan Paul and Co.] 

(SECOND NOTICE.) 

CONTINUING our progress through this very interesting 
volume we come first upon a setting by Herr Georg Hen- 
schel of the well-known lines- 

Break, break, break, 
On thy cold gray stones, O sea. 

These exquisite verses have been often allied with music, 
but never on such equal terms as now. Herr Henschel 
has not only penetrated to the depth of their meaning, but 
shown himself able to express it in the terms of his art. In 
the music, therefore, we recognise the sadness and beauty 
of the poetry, each answering to each as regards the 
quality of " tender grace." The change from minor to 
major, and the manner in which it is led up to on the 
words, " O, well for the fisherman's boy," &c., are admir- 
able features in the song, which, generally, we commend 
as one of the few entirely successful settings of our 
Laureate's work. There is merit also in Mr. C. Hubert 
Parry's music to " The Poet's Song ": 

The rain had fallen, the Poet arose, 
He pass'd by the town and out of the street. 

It is necessarily of a simpler cast than Herr Henschel's, 
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but its effect is pleasing, and its details are musicianly. In 
composing " The Brook ": 

I come from haunts of coot and hern, 
I make a sudden sally. 

Mr. W. G. Cusins had difficulty in keeping Schubert's 
" Brooklet " out of his mind. This we do not wonder at 
in the least, nor are we surprised to find that he did not 
entirely succeed. But the result is none the worse on this 
account. An artist may be influenced by a faultless model 
without copying it, and as Mr. Cusins's music ripples 
along with a suggestion of Schubert in it, no one feels dis- 
posed to complain. The likeness is one more of spirit 
than of letter. To Mr. August Manns was confided the 
Cradle Song: 

What does little Birdie say, 
In her nest at break of day ? 

We are not of opinion that the result will deter other 
composers from trying their fortune with these charming 
verses. Simplicity is essential to music of the kind, no 
doubt, but simplicity alone hardly suffices. 

Mr. Walter Macfarren had some difficult lines to set in 
those beginning- 

All along the valley, stream that flashest white, 
Deepening thy voice with the deepening of the night, 

but he proves to have been quite equal to the task. His 
music presents not a few excellent features, among them 
the brilliancy of an accompaniment which keeps ever 
before the eye of the listener the subject of the song. We 
meet with the editor, Mr. W. G. Cusins, again in "The 
Sailor Boy": 

He rose at dawn and, fired with hope, Shot o'er the seething harbour-bar. 

These lines are treated in a thoroughly dramatic spirit, the 
ordinary forms being entirely laid aside. The piece is, in 
fact, a brief scena, as we now understand the term, and in 
each episode it is clear that the composer feels and 
adequately expresses the prevailing sentiment. The song 
is one of its composer's best efforts. Merlin's song- 

Rain, rain and sun! a rainbow in the sky ! 
A young man will be wiser by and by; 

fell to Herr Joseph Joachim, whose music constitutes cer- 
tainly not the least interesting feature in the volume. If 
space were available for the detailed criticism which many 
of these pieces deserve and almost require, we should 
dwell long upon the Hungarian master's work. It has 
points of considerable originality and others of quite as 
considerable charm, but we must rest content with stating 
the broad fact, and asking for the song the attention of 
our readers when the volume comes into their hands. 
Mr. Cusins once more appears in the vigorous " Song of 
King Arthur's Knight:" 

Blow trumpet, for the world is white with May, 
Blow trumpet, the long night hath rolled away! 
Blow thro' the living world-" Let the King reign! " 

This is set as a concerted piece for two tenors and two 
basses, in which we are scarcely able to recognise the 
merit obvious in the composer's solos. The music strikes 
us, indeed, as commonplace. Not so that of Mr. Frederic 
Corder in- 

o sun, that wakenest all to bliss or pain, o moon, that layest all to sleep again, Shine sweetly; twice my love hath smiled on me. 
The elegance and feeling of these verses are well reflected 
by the music, and there is not, to us, a more successful 
song in the volume. The middle portion, in the dominant 
key, on the words, "0 dewy flowers, that open to the 
sun," &c., is simply exquisite, not alone in itself, but by 
contrast of style and feeling with that which goes before 
and that which follows. The pages on which Mr. Corder's 
music is printed will not be the least " thumbed" of the 
many in this book. Enid's song- 

Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel and lower the proud, 
Turn thy wild wheel thro' sunshine, storm and cloud; 
Thy wheel and thee we neither love nor hate. 

was allotted to Herr Silas who saw in it without difficulty 
a suggestion for the prevailing form of his music. Hence 
we have an arpeggio accompaniment, as unvarying as the 
whirl of a spinning-wheel, underlying a simple but not 
inexpressive melody. Few composers would desire for 
themselves the task of setting music to Vivien's song: " If 
Love, if Love be Love, if Love be ours," &c., full as it is 

of the Laureate's most unlyrical mannerisms. Fancy a 
poor musician brooding over a verse like this: 

My name, once mine, now thine, is closelier mine, For fame, could fame be mine, that fame were thine, 
And shame, could shame be thine, that shame were mine, 
So trust me not at all, or all in all. 

Yet Miss (or Mrs.) Emily Josephine Troup essayed these 
verses (except the one just quoted) with the heroism of her 
sex, and has really done better with them than we were 
prepared to find. Her music is far in advance of that by 
the average lady composer. The name of Mr. J. Blumen- 
thal excites expectations most of which are realised in his 
setting of- 

Sweet is true love, tho' given in vain, in vain; 
And sweet is death, who puts an end to pain; 
I know not which is sweeter; no, not I. 

The happy fancy of this composer in works of the kind 
appears here to great advantage, and the song is certain to 
please cultured and uncultured ears. The solemn lines, 
which religious England has taken to its heart of hearts, 
come next: 

Late, late, so late! and dark the night and chill; 
Late, late, so late i but we can enter still. 
Too late; too late, ye cannot enter now. 

Professor Macfarren's music to these verses is conceived 
in a reverent and becoming spirit. It is simple, but lends 
itself to all the full and pathetic expression a great singer 
would give. Certain kinds of poetry will not endure elabo- 
rate musical treatment, but demand such strains as most 
readily allow the vocal artist to bring to bear the power 
of human utterance. So in this case, and, indeed, it is 
open to question whether a gifted speaker could not recite 
Tennyson's mournful lines with as much effect as a singer 
could sing them. Any how, elaborate musical treatment 
would here defeat its own purpose, and Professor Macfarren 
was not likely to overlook the fact. We admire his work 
as much for what it leaves out as for what it contains. 
A further contribution from the Editor appears in- 

As through the land at eve we went, 
And pluck'd the ripened ears, 

We fell out, my wife and I, 
O we fell out I know not why, 

And kiss'd again with tears. 
Mr. Cusins is much happier here than in one or two 
previous instances. He has caught the homely, affec- 
tionate spirit of the text, and written a little song which, 
though it may never be heard in concert-rooms, will 
find a welcome in many a family circle. Mr. Harold 
Thomas's " Sweet and low" strikes us as being a little 
out of harmony with its theme. We see nothing 
in the poet's lines to justify the use of showy ar- 
peggios, flashing through several octaves. The baby, 
instead of going to sleep, would want to play with them. 
Saying this we must not be understood to complain of the 
music per se. The " Bugle Song "- 

The splendour falls on castle walls 
And snowy summits old in story- 

has been set by Sir Herbert Oakeley for voice, pianoforte 
and cornet or bugle obbligato, the wind instrument, of 
course, doing liberal service in the character of Echo. 
We have no doubt that this song (here republished by the 
way) would prove acceptable in the concert-room, where 
the effect of the cornet could hardly fail to meet with 
instant appreciation. Next in order come two settings 
of " Tears, idle tears," by Herr Joachim Raff, that prolific 
composer, when asked for one, having characteristically 
sent double the number. We cannot recognise either as 
the ideal of music for such words; but we much prefer the 
second to the first, wherein Herr Raff indulges to the full 
his passion for queer harmonies and queerer progressions. 
Students of composition might profitably examine this 
work for hints as to what they should avoid. The com- 
panion piece is far more musicianly, and infinitely more 
true to the poet's thought. Indeed, this song contains 
some remarkably fine passages, worthy of Raff at his best. 
To Mr.F. H. Cowen fell the grateful task of writing music 
for- 

O swallow, swallow, flying, flying south, 
Fly to her, and fall upon her gilded eaves, 
And tell her, tell her, what I tell to thee. 

The young musician has discharged his task capitally, and 
given us a perfectly charming song, which ought to 
become a favourite everywhere. Alike in conception and 
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THE MUSICAL TIMES.-FEBRUARY I, 188o. 85 
technical execution it is good. The very spirit of the 
passionate words breathes in every bar. Mr. Francesco 
Berger is next in the list of composers, his text being the 
grand passage which, well-known as it is, we cannot omit 
to transcribe : 

Thy voice is heard thro' rolling drums, 
That beat to battle where he stands; 

Thy face across his fancy comes, 
And gives the battle to his hands. 

A moment, while the trumpets blow, 
He sees his brood about thy knee; 

The next, like fire he meets the foe, 
And strikes him dead for thine and thee. 

Noble as these lines are, they did not inspire Mr. Berger, 
nor lift him above conventional pianoforte imitations of 
drums and trumpets. Even if drums and trumpets were 
available it would not be necessary to introduce them into 
the music, simply because they are mentioned as adjuncts 
to the poetry; but to imitate them through such a medium as 
the pianoforte is a grave error, the more regrettable here 
because the music gives evidence of capacity. In the 
setting of- 

Home they brought her warrior, dead! 
She nor swoon'd nor utter'd cry, 

Signor Randegger appears to considerable advantage. He 
opens the song with a solemn march theme, suggested 
more or less throughout the first verse, and thenceforward 
follows the course of the story in the same spirit of dra- 
inatic illustration. The music is somewhat elaborate in 
structure, but not too much so for the character of poetry 
which, its simple pathos notwithstanding, suggests a mag- 
nificent gallery picture rather than a " bit" for the cabinet. 
We easily recognise the hand of Mr. Berthold Tours in the 
music to lines beginning-- 

Our enemies have fallen, have fallen; the seed, 
The little seed they laughed at in the dark, 
Has risen and cleft the soil, &c. 

Here, also, the structure of the song is elaborate, and its 
expression dramatic; so much so as to lift the piece out of 
the category to which it, in name, belongs. Concerning 
the ability displayed there can arise no question. Work 
of this calibre tells its own story, and indicates a possibility 
of something still better, provided, as in the present case, 
inducements to labour were forthcoming. The little lyric 
beginning-- 

Ask me no more: the moon may draw the sea, 
The cloud may stoop from heaven and take the shape, With fold to fold, of mountain or of cape ; 
But, O too fond, when have I answered thee ? 

has been set by Mrs. Florence A. Marshall with a good 
deal of fancy and musicianly skill; while not a little bold- 
ness here and there in Mr. Francis Hueffer's " Now sleeps 
the crimson petal, now the white" evidences the com- 
poser's practical adhesion to modern ideas of musical 
liberty. M. Saint-Sains is the author of the next song, in 
which the French master deals with the passage from 
" Maud" : 

A voice by the cedar-tree 
In the meadow under the hall! 

He begins splendidly, and there is the true ring in every 
bar of the stimulating music illustrative of " a passionate 
ballad, gallant and gay," which Maud sings under the 
cedar. The next section is less well marked, for reasons 
easily found in the poetry; but the final Andante winds up 
well, and leaves an impression that among the really 
successful illustrators of our Tennyson a place is deserved 
by Saint-Saens. Liszt follows with music to- 

Go not happy day 
From the shining fields. 

In the main this song will be looked upon as a disappoint- 
ment. There are a few effective bits in it, but the general 
effect is surprisingly tame and cold, having regard to the 
composer's usual and most successful style. We can only 
account for it by assuming that Liszt's acquaintance with 
English was not great enough to place him thoroughly 
en racpport with his theme. M. Massenet's "Come into the 
garden, Maud," though characteristic of the author of 
" Le Roi de Lahore," will certainly not displace Balfe's 
music to the same words; but if there were ever so popular 
a version of " Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky," it 
would have a formidable rival in M. Gounod's new setting. 
By simplest means, yet with admirable fidelity, M. Gounod 
suggests "the tintinabulation of the bells, wild bells," and 
over the whole music he has thrown a glamour equal to 

that pervading the poetry. The song is a gem in its way, 
and will not be allowed to pass out of mind. Next follow 
two songs by Mr. C. Villiers Stanford, one of which, 
" Hapless doom of woman, happy in betrothing," is here 
republished. The novelty is a setting of the pretty lines: 

Shame upon you, Robin, 
Shame upon you now! 

Kiss me would you? with my hands 
Milking the cow. 

The music is as quaintly charming as the words, and both 
together ought to make a favourite selection in drawing- 
room and concert-hall. Mr. Stanford may be congratulated 
upon a marked success in this effort of his lighter muse. 
We have now reached the end, the long procession closing 
with Mr. W. H. Cummings's version of " Edith's Song "- 

Two young lovers in winter weather, None to guide them. 
Of this it may be said with truth, "though last, not least." 
The music is worthy of an artist-musician who by the 
fairest means has won a distinguished place in the ranks 
of our composers and vocalists. 

One reflection will occur to all who look carefully 
through the volume, and it is this: " How admirably, for 
the most part, the English musicians represented have 
done their work!" Some, indeed, may be surprised, 
not to say astonished, at the ability shown, after com- 
paring it with the average merit of songs made "to 
sell" by the same hands. The reason probably is that 
each composer felt at perfect liberty to consult his own 
purely musical taste, and so did himself full justice. If so, 
we have another ground for satisfaction at the appearance 
of the volume, and an additional inducement to hope that 
more of our English poets may in due time receive the 
honour so justly awarded here to Alfred Tennyson. 

Novello's Music Primers. Edited by Dr. Stainer. 
The Harmonium, by King Hall. 

[Novello, Ewer and Co.] 
IN his preface to the present work, Mr. Hall justly regrets 

that so few musicians are acquainted with the capabilities 
of the Harmonium, and combats the very common, though 
entirely erroneous, impression that anybody who can play 
the piano or organ is therefore qualified, without special 
study or tuition, to play the harmonium also. We think 
it is chiefly because of the misapprehension just referred 
to that the instrument has not advanced more rapidly in 
public favour. The average performances of amateurs 
on the Harmonium are, to a refined musical ear, simply 
distressing; and as it is probable that at least nine people 
out of ten have never heard the instrument properly 
played, it is not surprising that its merits should not be 
appreciated. 

Those who know Mr. Hall's large " School for the 
Harmonium " will not need to be told that he thoroughly 
understands the subject which he treats. The present 
little work differs in some matters both of detail and 
arrangement from its predecessor. Additional experience 
has enabled the author to correct, where necessary, and 
to supplement the information contained in the earlier 
work; and after a careful examination of the Primer we 
have no hesitation in pronouncing it a thoroughly reliable 
authority upon the instrument. 

After a short historical introduction, entitled " Sketch of 
the Free Reed," Mr. Hall describes the construction of the 
Harmonium. This part of the work is illustrated by some 
very clear diagrams, drawn expressly for the book. The 
keyboard and the stops are next treated of, and plans are 
given of the different arrangement of the stops in instru- 
ments of various sizes, the quality and pitch of the registers 
being dealt with in some detail. As the book is certain to 
reach a second edition, we think it will be well to offer one 
or two suggestions for the completion of this part of the 
subject. In one variety of the Harmonium frequently used 
at public performances-the one known as the " Alexandre 
Concert Model "-the arrangement of the stops differs 
materially from any given in the plans on page Ig. Here 
the " Voix Celeste," instead of being No. 6, and of sixteen- 
foot pitch, is No. 5, and of eight-foot pitch, and it is 
completed by a bass half, labelled "Voix Humaine,' 
No. 5, also of eight-feet pitch; while in the same 
instrument the "Musette" is No. 6 and not No. 5. As 
an instrument of this kind is more often met with than 
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